
MOBILE SEAMSTRESS BUSINESS PLAN

Santa Barbara Seamstress is a business that offers general seamstress work to Santa Barbara locals. The mission is to
serve local sewing.

We are not ignoring the fact that our team of highly qualified and dedicated workers tailors and support staff
will also serve as strength for our organization. All these statistics show that you can also generate a profit
which is multiple times than that which you had invested, provided that you market your business properly
and effectively. The sales projections are based on information gathered on the field and some assumptions
that are peculiar to startups in Michigan. A disappointed customer can badmouth about your business resulting
in a lessening of orders. As such, only a severe economic downturn would result in a decline in revenues. Find
out who your competitors are by searching online directories and searching in your local Yellow Pages. But
you may have already decided that you will have permanent tailors and cutters and you will be managing and
not sewing. The tools and equipment that will be used are nearly the same cost everywhere, and any difference
in prices would be minimal and can be overlooked. Another factor that counts to our advantage is the
background of our Chief Executive Office; he has a robust experience in the industry and also a pretty good
academic qualification to match the experience acquired which has placed him amongst the top flight fashion
designers in Michigan. You need a big table for cutting and storage shelves for storing fabrics patterns and
other sewing tools. Our bank account numbers will be made available on our website and promotional
materials to clients who may want to deposit cash or make online transfer for our services sewing or the
purchase of our products African attires. B What business permits do you need in your area, do you have any
restrictions you need to think about. Register your business. And even if you are successful at first, new
competitors could enter your market at any time to steal your regular customers. It is great feeling being able
to take your business to success and grow it to a level where it can sustain you. Over a hundred thousand
people google for cloth alterations and about one million for a tailor every month; out of that someone must be
from your area in need of a good quality tailor. The hourly rate is above the minimum wage so have a check in
your area and see what prices are being charged currently. Most professionals will have name labels which are
attached to the finished goods. Hence we will not hesitate to adopt successful and workable strategies from our
competitors. Open a bank account; You will need a current account with overdraft facilities. This slowdown in
the economy has also greatly impacted real estate sales, which has halted to historical lows. Go ahead. Inspect
the work for best dressmaking practises and good finishing. Staffing Many a seamstress these days gets too
busy and ends up taped out, therefore staffing is an option you should be considering, there is only so much 1
person can manage in one day by themselves. In this business plan sample for sewing business, we have
provided the marketing plan of Naomi Sewing Center. This can be learned by joining an already established
business which is doing the same job as you plan to. Sewing Business Plan â€” Sustainability and Expansion
Strategy The future of a business lies in the numbers of loyal customers that they have the capacity and
competence of the employees, their investment strategy and the business structure. Please note that this
amount includes the salaries of all the staff for the first 3 month of operation. The key to writing a strong
competitive analysis is that you do your research on the local competition. It is really important to know the
market trends and latest market demands to make a precise sewing business plan template. Some tailoring
shops manage with a separate cubicle made with detachable side walls and a curtain in the place of door
Sewing is messy and the cloth storage is even more. Start â€” Up Expenditure Budget In setting up any
business, the amount or cost will depend on the approach and scale you want to undertake. If you are located
in an area with mostly business offices you may struggle to get customers. A Who else is your local area, how
do they compare to you and what are they charging? In other to continue to be in business and grow, we must
continue to make African attires for people and also sell our African attires to the available market which is
why we will go all out to empower or sales and marketing team to deliver our corporate sales goals. Ensure
that all our staff members wear our customized clothes and all our official cars and are customized and well
branded. In this industry quality work is the most important thing. Should you require more than this per
annum, you may need to re-think your business plan to be on a larger scale. Calculate the money you can
make. Donot splurge too much on the interior of the shop but you will have to ensure that the customer who
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comes will be comfortable in the layout of the store. When starting new you will need to let people know that
the shop is open and services are available. The detailed market analysis of our potential customers is given in
the following table: Market Analysis. A business owner who knows the technical aspects of sewing cannot go
wrong in running it well- even if you do not plan to sew in your business. Currently, the economic market
condition in the United States is in recession.


